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Abstract
A new framework is proposed to construct corpus-based topic-
adapted language models for large vocabulary speech recogni-
tion of highly-inflected Slovenian language. The proposed tech-
niques can be applied to other Slavic languages, where words
are formed by many different inflectional affixatation. In this
article an attempt to overcome two important difficulties of
highly-inflected languages (high out-of-vocabulary rate and the
problem of topic detection) is described. The first problem is
solved by the decomposition of words into stems and endings,
and topic detection is improved by a novel approach for feature
extraction based on soft comparison of words. The results of
experiments on the second largest Slovenian newspaper news
corpus Večer show the decrease in perplexity by 17 % in aver-
age over a general word-based model.

1. Introduction
In the history much work has been conducted on language mod-
elling techniques for speech recognition of English. In con-
trast, Slavic languages have been given relatively little atten-
tion. Some difficulties with modelling Slavic languages are
also present in other highly inflected languages like French,
Italian and Spanish, that are much more frequent in language
modelling research. The most successful techniques, which
solve the problem of enormous vocabulary growth, incorporate
grammatical information of speech by the use of Part-of-Speech
(POS) tag-based language models [1, 2]. These techniques re-
quire grammatically tagged corpus (or at least a tagged sub-
corpus) and morphological lexicon. In this paper we propose a
solution, which reduces the size of the vocabulary, using only a
raw text corpus and without any additional knowledge source.

In recent years various language model adaptation tech-
niques have been introduced [3, 4, 5]. In these methods the
basic idea is to try to adapt the language model to a specific
task defined by a small target corpus. In most cases target cor-
pus is topically homogeneous. To get target-topic-dependent
model the topic detection is used. It is based on topic-sensitive
corpus representation. The representation of a topic as a bag
of words (called the feature vector) is a common technique in
information retrieval and works well for English [6]. The mor-
phological structure of highly inflected languages indicates the
need for another basic feature instead of a word. Table 1 shows
an example, where the two Slovenian sentences, which are in
English identical, have only one word in common (slo. je - eng.
is). This word is known as function word, which do not help
to discriminate between topics. The differences in other words
are caused by the use of gender. In this paper we propose a rep-

resentation with a bag of word classes, that are automatically
generated.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces a new kind of N-gram language models, which alleviate
the problem of vocabulary growth of inflected languages. All
data, needed for building these models, are automatically gen-
erated, using only a text corpus. Section 3 describes well known
techniques for topic adaptation and extends these methods to
the inflected languages. Section 4 describes experiments on the
newspaper news corpus Večer.

Table 1: The example of inflectional morphology of the Slove-
nian language in comparison to English. The differences are
caused by the use of gender.

Slovenian Tvoj novi prijatelj je raziskovalec.
English Your new friend is a researcher.

Slovenian Tvoja nova prijateljica je raziskovalka.
English Your new friend is a researcher.

2. Basic morphological model
Word N-gram language models are widely used for modelling
English language

P (W ) �

nY
i=1

P (wijwi�N+1; :::; wi�2; wi�1); (1)

where W denotes a string of n words and wi denotes one word.
A word refers to a word form. Two differently spelled inflec-
tions or derivations of the same stem are considered different
words. This fact leads to a problem in a modelling highly-
inflected languages. The vocabulary of comparable utility to
that for English requires that the number of vocabulary words
be an order of magnitude greater [7].

Using a highly simplified notation, the morphological com-
plexity of Slovenian language does not differ much from other
highly-inflected languages. It introduces two word classes:

� non-inflectional classes: predicate, preposition, conjunc-
tion, etc.

� inflectional classes: substantive words, adjective words
and verb. Almost all content words have several inflec-
tions which change the grammatical case, gender, num-
ber, person, tense etc.
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Figure 1: An example of a generation of a suffix list.

Inflectional change of the word usually affects word ending,
whereas the stem remains more or less unchanged. The suf-
fixes, which are used, are common to many words, and often
colour the new words in a predictable way. We propose a de-
composition of a word into a stem and a suffix

wi = siei si 2 S ^ ei 2 E : (2)

Stems si belong to the vocabulary S. E contains all suffixes and
an empty suffix ?. We propose the following formulation of a
morphological trigram model:

P (W ) =

nY
i=1

P (sieijsi�2ei�2; si�1ei�1)

=

nY
i=1

PS(si) � (�PE(ei) + (1� �)PES(ei)):

(3)

PS(si) = P (sijsi�2; si�1)

PE(ei) = P (eijei�2; ei�1)

PES(ei) = P (eijsi):

(4)

PS(si) denotes the probability of a stem si, computed by the
stem trigram model. PE(ei) denotes the probability of a suffix
ei, computed by the suffix trigram model. PES denotes the
probability of a suffix ei, computed by the stem-suffix bigram
model.

Words are decomposed using a longest match principle
(scanning the suffix list) with one restriction:the remaining stem
should be of a predefined minimum length. In our experiments
the minimum length of a stem was set to 3. This approach is
clearly crude in concept, but avoids the need for the manual
processing.

2.1. Generation of a suffix list

The automatic generation of suffixes consists of the following
three steps:

� First, s list of all words, written in reversed character
order, is created.

� Words are arranged in alphabetical order; thus, words
sharing a common suffix appear together in the list.

� The initial characters of adjacent words in the list are
compared to find a match of 1, 2, ..., n characters with
one restriction, that the first character of a match must be
a vowel.

The Figure 1 shows the example of a suffix list generation based
on four adjacent words (vprašanje (question), raziskovanje (re-
search), zavarovanje (insurance), delovanje (activity)).

3. Topic adaptation
It is unlikely that sufficient amount of training material will ex-
ist to create a good model of a predefined topic. In most cases

we have only a sample from the target environment. We want to
develop an adaptation scheme, which would be able to extract
target-topic-similar parts of the huge text collection and treat
them as more representative samples of the target environment.

The topic adaptation scheme usually consists of the follow-
ing three steps [3]: corpus organisation, topic detection and
language model building.

topic

corpus

corpus
training

organization

language model
building

topic
detection

test

adapted language model

.....
1 2 N

topictopic

Figure 2: A schematic diagram of a language model adaptation.

3.1. Corpus organisation

Given a corpus with keywords assigned to each document, topic
clusters are created by simply defining each keyword as a label
for a cluster.

The corpus, we used, contains also the documents without
keywords. These documents are added to topic clusters using
the following clustering algorithm. First, clusters of documents
with keywords are created. For each cluster a centroid is com-
puted. Documents without keywords are added to existing clus-
ters randomly. Then we go through several iterations of reallo-
cating these documents. In each iteration a subset of documents
is randomly selected. Each document in the subset is assigned
to the cluster to which it fits the best. New classification is eval-
uated by the use of the following heuristic measure:

eval =

n�1X
i=1

nX
j=i

H(di; dj)eij : (5)
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eij =

�
1 di and dj are assinged to the same cluster

�1 otherwise,
(6)

H is a similarity measure (see Formula 7). di denotes a docu-
ment or a topic cluster centroid. If the value of eval increases,
the new classification is accepted. The stopping criterion is a
predefined number of iterations.

3.2. Topic detection

Having the topic clusters ti and target text t represented as vec-
tors, the topic cluster, with which the target text has the highest
cosine, is selected to be the most similar:

H(t; ti) =
~t � ~ti

k~tk � k~tik
: (7)

H(t) = argmax
ti2T

H(t; ti): (8)

T denotes a set of topic clusters. Documents and topic clus-
ters are represented as feature vectors by the use of TFIDF
word weighting schema (term frequency / inverse document fre-
quency) [6]. In contrast to n-gram modelling, word order is ig-
nored, which is of course in line with the semantic nature of
such approach.

In this paper we would like to show that it makes sense to
group words into classes and to use TFIDF weights of classes,
at least for the languages with rich inflectional morphology. We
want to group all words with the same meaning (but different
grammatical form) in one class and use them as basis for one
feature. We propose a novel approach for feature extraction
based on soft comparison of words.

The words were compared by using a fuzzy comparison
function (�#). Each word w defines its own fuzzy set ~w:

~w = f (w ; �~w ) j w 2 # g: (9)

# denotes the vocabulary. The function �~w sees the word as a
sequence of characters. It returns value 1 if words are the same
and 0 for totally different words. In other cases it returns the
value between 0 and 1. The comparison function is created by
using fuzzy rules, which provide a natural way of dealing with
partial matching. The rules are expressed as fuzzy implications.
The implications use linguistic variables to express similarity
(for example: not very similar, quite similar). We present an
example, where a symbol a denotes the word with n characters
and b denotes the word with m characters. The fuzzy implica-
tion

two character sequences of words are the same

) words are quite similar (10)

is transformed into the predicate

p(i; a; b) =

8<
:

1 9j : a(i) = b(j) ^
a(i+ 1) = b(j + 1)

0 otherwise,

e(a; b) =

nX
i=1

p(i; a; b)

n+m� 2
+

mX
i=1

p(i; b; a)

n+m� 2
: (11)

The predicates are scaled by linguistic variables. Their values
were empirically chosen. eSimilar denotes the set of pi which

describe the similarity and eNotSimilar denotes the set of pi
which describe the distinction. The final value of comparison
function is computed using the scaling:

�a(b) =
max(eSimilar(a; b))

max(eSimilar(a; b)) + max(eNotSimilar(a; b))
:

(12)

It is self-evident that �a(b) equals �b(a). The similarity func-
tion is adapted to Slovenian language by adding a preprocess-
ing step, which removes the suffix of a word by the use of the
same procedure as in the case of morphological language model
building. Suffix stripping is used as a preprocessing step be-
cause of one additional feature of Slovenian language. Besides
the extensive set of suffixes, words are also subject to mor-
phemic alternations. Unfortunately, this phenomenon is ignored
by the process of word decomposition in language model build-
ing, but is eluded by the fuzzy comparison function. Table 2
shows an example, where preprocessing step improves the re-
sult of a language independent soft comparison of words.

Table 2: The language independent and language dependent
similarity function example values.

w1 w2
Slovenian jok-ati joč-em
English to cry I cry
� ~w1(w2) 0.4
preproc. + � ~w1(w2) 0.75

Knowing the similarity values for word pairs, we create a
class hierarchy by using a modified single link agglomerative
clustering. To avoid a chaining effect we modify the merging
criterion. A word is added to the class if its average similarity
with all words in a class is the largest. Classes are made one by
one. We start with a new class as soon as the largest similar-
ity value does not exceed a prespecified threshold. Each class
defines one feature. The number of classes represents a feature
vector length.

3.3. Language model building

Two types of general language model are built

� word-based models(G). They are built at the word level
by using all available training text.

� morphological models(M ). They are built by using de-
composed words of all available training text.

The probabilities of suffixes PE and PES describe the
grammatical structure of the language. These probabilities are
topic independent. Only stem probabilities PS are adapted to
the target topic. We experiment with three types of adaptation:

� In the first experiment stem probabilities are calculated
by using only the text of topic cluster, selected by
the TFIDF classifier. The stem probabilities are de-
noted with PST and resulting models are called topic
models(T ).

� We wanted to design models which are able to predict
general language and deliver a degree of topic speciali-
sation. To meet this requirements stem probabilities, de-
noted with PSC , are interpolated on two semantic levels

PSC (s) = �PST (s) + (1� �)PSG(s): (13)
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Stem probabilities PSG are calculated using all avail-
able training text. These models are called combined
models(C).

� In the final model (N ), stem probabilities, denoted with
PSN , are interpolated on three semantic levels:

PSN (s) = �1PST (s) + �2PST10 (s) + �3PSG(s):

(14)

Stem probabilities PST10 are calculated based on top 10
topic clusters selected by the TFIDF similarity measure.

4. Experiments
In our experiments a Slovenian newspaper news corpus Věcer
was used due to its semantic richness. The data used covers
the period from 1998-2000 and consists of approx. 150,000
articles (60 mio words). The corpus was organised into 260
topic-specific clusters. A cluster corresponds to one newspaper
column. To use all available corpora, 30,000 articles, which
originate from an older archive and have no column labels, were
added to topic-clusters by the clustering algorithm, described
in section 3.1. The whole training corpus consisted of 75 mio
words. 4 test topics were manually chosen (weather forecast,
music, ecology and finance). 90 % of each test topic cluster was
used for training and 10 % of topic text was used for testing.

In the first experiment we built word based trigram models
using CMU-Cambridge Statistical Modelling Toolkit [8]. As
the vocabulary, we used 65K words, which appear most fre-
quently in the training corpus. Good-Turing discounting was
applied. Results are shown in Table 3. PP denotes the perplex-
ity.

Table 3: The results of word based models.

topic PPG OOV

WEATHER FORECAST 159 9.13%
MUSIC 164 14.67%
ECOLOGY 169 12.81%
FINANCE 173 14.52%

In the second experiment we built morphological models.
Suffix list, generated as described in section 2.1, contains 3,500
endings. As the vocabulary, we used 65K most frequent stems
and all endings. The value of �was set to 0:2, because suffix de-
pends mostly on the corresponding stem. Word based perplex-
ities are given in Table 4. The perplexities are slightly worse,
but OOV rate decreased considerably.

Table 4: The results of morphological models.

topic PPM OOV

WEATHER FORECAST 162 8.54%
MUSIC 169 8.14%
ECOLOGY 175 9.54%
FINANCE 182 4.96%

In the third experiment we built three types of topic adapted
models (T , C and N ). Before feature extraction, 1,300 stop-

words were removed. The remaining 630,332 words are con-
sidered as content-bearing words and are clustered into 120,000
classes, which are used as features for TFIDF topic detection.
Interpolation weights in language model building were empiri-
cally defined (� = 0:3, �1 =0:2, �2 = 0:1, �3 = 0:7). The vo-
cabulary was fixed, so the OOV did not change. The results
are given in Table 5. The models interpolated on three semantic

Table 5: The results for adapted models.

topic PPT PPC PPN

WEATHER FORECAST 201 97 97
MUSIC 472 143 139
ECOLOGY 565 152 142
FINANCE 642 162 159

levels gave the best results.

5. Conclusions
Well-known N-gram models with words as basic units do not
yield a satisfactory performance for highly inflected languages.
We have proposed a corpus based decomposition of words into
stems and endings, which can be performed without using an
additional knowledge source.

In language model topic adaptation of languages with rich
morphology, feature extraction plays an important role. Clus-
tering of infections make the topic detection of highly inflected
languages comparable to English. To avoid the use of an ad-
ditional knowledge source (lexicon) we have proposed a clus-
tering of words based on soft comparison of words, which can
easily be upgraded with language dependent rules.
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